ClutchCourt

A Tradition of
Competitive
Perfection
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Embrace the traditions of the game.
Compete to win on

ClutchCourt.

Every game has traditions that span generations of players. Basketball at the
highest levels of competition will always be played on maple hardwood courts with
personalities as unique as the teams that play on them. ClutchCourt embodies the
history of the game, while at the same time embracing Tarkett Sports’ innovative
design approach developed over 130 years of flooring manufacturing.
ClutchCourt is MFMA northern hard maple installed in a variety of systems to meet
the needs of any level of competition. The Trainer Series provides the beauty of a
maple surface without overwhelming your budget. The Performance Series takes the
game up a notch, with higher shock absorption, more consistent game play, and the
patented Flexlock Panel system. When the game is on the line, coaches always turn to
a clutch player. When your court needs to be the best, choose ClutchCourt.

Performance Series

Performance, Performance Anchor,
Performance Anchor Channel, and Flexlock Panel
Pages 4-5

Trainer Series

Trainer 1, Trainer 2, and Trainer 3
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Fitness
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Gymnasiums

Competitive Basketball and Volleyball

Aerobics
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ClutchCourt
Performance Series

ClutchCourt
Performance Series

The ClutchCourt Performance Series represents maple
courts at their best. From the MFMA PUR Compliant
Performance system to the more stable Anchor and
Anchor Channel systems to the Flexlock Panel, these
surfaces are built for the highest levels of competition.

Performance

Your Dream Court is Closer than You Think

The Performance system incorporates plywood and
a 3/4˝ CoreCushion pad that gives it Class 5 shock
absorption per ASTM F2772. This system is MFMA PUR
Compliant and is designed for all levels of competition.
Performance is the most widely used ClutchCourt
flooring system for baskeball, volleyball, and aerobics.

Whether it is attracting new spectators, securing sponsorships, or hosting
tournaments, a new ClutchCourt surface has the potential to create revenue.
Why wait to get the return on your investment? Through a partnership with
PNC Sports Finance, a business unit of PNC Equipment Finance, LLC, Tarkett
Sports now offers payment solutions customized to meet your specific budget requirements. Financing is available
for qualified customers including public, private, and non-profit organizations. Financing is even available for
purchases made through the Smart Buy program, which includes cooperative purchasing agencies such as AEPA,
TCPN, Buy Board, NJPA, and KPN. Get the game started with this exclusive financing solution.

Performance Anchor
Performance Anchor is similar to the Performance
system, with the added stability of a fully anchored
subfloor. This system is ideal for facilities larger than
12,000 square feet. Performance Anchor is also available
in a low-profile variation for circumstances where the
height of flooring systems is restricted.

Sports Performance
Flexlock/
Anchor/Channel

Class 4
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Performance

Class 5

YEAR
Product
Warranty

Performance Anchor Channel
The Performance Anchor Channel system is a patented
fixed system with resilient channel inserts, made with
recycled rubber and no floating components. It gives a
solid feel underfoot without overly compromising shock
absorption. This system is also available with steel
reinforcement for added dimensional stability.

Flexlock Panel
The Flexlock Panel system incorporate a patented
diagonal subfloor design for ventilation. Because they
are constructed from lightweight 4' x 8' floating panels,
installation is both fast and easy. They provide Class 4
shock absorption properties through either a 1/4˝ or
1/2˝ resilient foam pad underneath the entire system.
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The Performancee Series meets all the requirements of ASTM F2772, including force
reduction, ball rebound, surface finish effect, and vertical deformation.

Health and the Environment
The ClutchCourt Performance Series embodies four categories of
sustainability, providing not only superior sports performance, but
stewardship of the environment and care for individual health.
Good
Materials

• Made from natural materials

Resource
Stewardship

• FSC® Chain of Custody
Certification
• Selective harvesting
• Timber replacement program

PeopleFriendly
Spaces
• Low VOC finishes and paints

Reuse and
Recycle

• Maple can be repurposed
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ClutchCourt
Trainer Series

The ClutchCourt Trainer Series is your introduction into
the world of premium maple sports flooring. All courts
have an MFMA northern maple surface, which is available
in three grade classifications. Each system is supported
by sleepers, plywood, or a combination of the two.

Trainer 1

Accountable Every Step of the Way

Trainer 1 is designed as a value-driven hardwood system
that is easy to install. Its 3/8˝ shock pads provide the
shock absorption needed for the comfort and safety
of athletes. Trainer 1 is intended for facilities seeking
moderate performance levels at a low cost.

Transparency is a key part of sustainable manufacturing. Through
certification with the Rainforest Alliance, all ClutchCourt systems
can be purchased with FSC® Chain of Custody certification.This
certification examines every step in the manufacturing process and
verifies that it is performed according to specific standards outlined
by the Forest Stewardship Council®. Every procedure from harvesting and milling to transportation is thoroughly
analyzed to confirm that each stage reflects sustainable practices. When you choose ClutchCourt, you can have
the peace of mind that your court was produced in an environmentally responsible way.

Sports Performance
Trainer 2
Trainer 2 adds a layer of 15/32˝ plywood on top of
treated sleepers. This layer increases the dimensional
stability of the system. For additional stability, Trainer 2
can be secured to the subfloor as a fixed system.
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Trainer 1
Trainer 2

Class 2

YEAR
Product
Warranty

ClutchCourt Trainer 1 and 2 meet all the requirements of ASTM F2772, including force
reduction, ball rebound, surface finish effect, and vertical deformation.

Health and the Environment

Trainer 3
Trainer 3 accommodates high levels of activity and
traffic. With two layers of 15/32˝ plywood, the system
is designed to be the most durable and stable of the
Trainer systems. Trainer 3 utilizes 3/8˝ shock pads to
provide shock absorption for comfort and safety.
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The ClutchCourt Trainer Series embodies four categories of
sustainability, providing not only superior sports performance, but
stewardship of the environment and care for individual health.
Good
Materials

• Made from natural materials

Resource
Stewardship

• FSC® Chain of Custody
Certification
• Selective harvesting
• Timber replacement program

PeopleFriendly
Spaces
• Low VOC finishes and paints

Reuse and
Recycle

• Maple can be repurposed
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Tarkett Sports is a division of the Tarkett Group, which was established in 1886. The
Tarkett Group has now reached over $2.5 billion in annual sales and is a global leader
in commercial, residential, and sports flooring. Tarkett Sports surfacing solutions
include hardwood and synthetic basketball courts, volleyball courts, multipurpose
gymnasium floors, weight room flooring, running tracks, and its world-renowned
FieldTurf artificial turf.
For more information on ClutchCourt, including technical data and specifications,
visit www.tarkettsportsindoor.com or call 888-364-6541.
The USGBC Membership logo is a trademark owned by the U.S. Green Building Council
and is used with permission.
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www.tarkettsportsindoor.com
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